From small mobile games to MMOs, LeaseWeb’s global hosting infrastructure and lightning fast network are specifically designed to meet the changing needs of online games.
WE HELP YOU KEEP YOUR GAMERS ENGAGED.

Give your users the best gaming experience. LeaseWeb’s high-performance infrastructure, low-latency network, and content delivery (CDN) provide the backbone of a world class gaming experience. We make it easy for you to scale to meet changing demands, allowing you to provide the experience your users expect, while keeping down operational costs.

Our solutions deliver the speed, availability, and global reach you need to guarantee seamless, high definition gaming.

How we meet gamers’ needs:

Keep your gamers gaming with low latency and high reliability.
LeaseWeb deliver’s the resiliency and availability you need along with the lightning fast connections that are critical for latency-sensitive applications like first person shooter MMOs. Our network is one of the largest in the world, delivering 5.0 Tbps bandwidth capacity and a core uptime of 99.9999%. With fully redundant architecture located in state-of-the-art data centers around the globe, we’ll keep your gamers gaming.

Scale up or down to meet demand.
When your game takes off, the surge in demand can be overwhelming. With Free-to-Play models you may not know how many users will come—or how long they’ll stay. LeaseWeb makes it quick and easy to deploy new virtual or dedicated servers as you need them using our intuitive portal and API, allowing you to accurately meet demand without overspending.

Hybrid solutions tailored to your specific application.
Different workloads perform better on different types of infrastructure. That’s why we provide a choice of powerful dedicated servers, public and private clouds, colocation, and a next-generation and high-performance content delivery network (CDN) to provide you with maximum power, flexibility, and reach while keeping down costs.

KEY BENEFITS

Low Latency
• High-performance network
• 12 global data centers for maximum speed
• Best in class gaming experience

Scalability
• On demand scaling
• Flexible contract terms
• Improved ROI by only paying for what you need

Hybrid solutions
• Comprehensive hosting solutions
• Combine dedicated servers, cloud, CDN, and colocation
• The right mix for your needs and market

5.0 Tbps
bandwidth capacity
99.9999%
core uptime
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